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How to secure your 
Nonprofit organisation with 

Microsoft 365
& SmartEncrypt

Microsoft 365 Business Premium is the quintessential productivity platform for 
small to medium sized Nonprofits. It combines an enterprise level collaboration and 
communication solution, universally renowned productivity applications and the 
significant security features that make the Microsoft 365 platform, a must have.

Why SmartEncrypt?

Affordable Security
Cost effective data security versus the costs and damages from unprotected file 
exposure and lost IP.

File Level Protection
File encryption is the last line of defence – encrypted content cannot be 
decrypted without the encryption key.

Protection Certainty
Always on persistent encryption regardless of data movement; files are not 
accessible even if stolen.

Secure Remote Working
Beyond-the-firewall controls enabling use of BYOD computers, cloud storage 
applications and USBs.

Seamless Experience
‘Invisible’ and seamless encryption/decryption process with no impact on 
user workflows.
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Component Nonprofit Offer What’s Included

Microsoft 365 
Business Premium

Microsoft is offering eligible 
Nonprofits 10 donated licenses 

of Microsoft 365 Business 
Premium.

To empower and assist 
them on their digital 

transformation journey.

y Communication and
Collaboration Platform

y Web and mobile versions of
Office 365 apps

y Email and calendaring
y File storage and sharing
y Security and compliance
y Support and deployment
y Tools to build and manage

your business
y Desktop versions of Office

apps for PC and Mac
y Advanced threat protection
y PC and mobile device

management.

SmartEncrypt 
Business Pro

We at rhipe, as part of the 
rhipe for Change initiative, 

have also included 10 donated 
SmartEncrypt Business Pro 

licenses.

These licenses will assist  
Nonprofits with the security of 
data through file encryption.

y Data Security
y File-level protection even

through breaches
y Seamless ‘Invisible’ Experience
y No change in user’s day to day
y Restrict access to certain

documents
y Restrict access to specific

devices
y Auditing capabilities


